VALUES & TOPICS

INTEGRITY
Choosing to be
truthful in whatever
you say and do

october 2020

WEEK ONE: Truth in words

WEEK TWO: Truth in actions

What we say tells who we are.
Having integrity with our words is
more than just not telling lies - it
includes knowing when to speak
and when to stay quiet. It includes
keeping confidences and not
advancing “drama.”

“Actions speak louder than words”
is something we hear a lot. Where
do we see this play out in the
teenage years? How have you seen
people be dishonest (or not have
integrity) with their actions? How
might you walk the walk and prove
yourself to have integrity?

FOCUS:
Integrity includes what we say.

FOCUS: What we do needs to
match what we say

WEEK THREE:
Academic integrity

WEEK FOUR:
Reputation management

Why is it important to have
academic integrity, even when
others around you do not?
Breaking the rules is serious and
has long term consequences, but
even more importantly, it tells
others who you are as a person.

There are several places to think
about our reputation and what it
means for us in the short and long
term:

FOCUS: Having academic integrity
has external and internal
repercussions

• In real life: What’s perceived is
believed
• In school: Letters of
recommendation won’t come
from the best people because
they won’t want to endorse you
• Online: Social media searches
done by colleges and employers
FOCUS: How does your personal
integrity impact your reputation?

GRATITUDE
Letting others
know you see how
they’ve helped you

november 2020

WEEK ONE: More than thank you

WEEK TWO: FOMO

WEEK THREE: Influence

WEEK FOUR: The gift ungiven

Having gratitude includes thanking
people, for sure, but it goes
deeper than that. Saying “thank
you” aloud should reflect what
you are feeling inside, which is
a sense of thankfulness for the
person or action at hand. Showing
your gratitude is a result of you
recognizing the importance and
value of the person or action.

Online posts on Instagram or
Snapchat can make us feel like we
are left out of certain gatherings,
parties, or events and can rob us of
gratitude for what we do have and
who we are hanging out with. How
can you be grateful, even when you
feel sad or lonely?

Staying positive instead of getting
sucked into the negative can be
very difficult. Sometimes we need
to change our own mindset, but
sometimes you can focus on using
your influence to help other
people who are feeling down or
focusing on the negative,
complaining, or only noticing the
not-so-positive things.

“Feeling gratitude and not
expressing it is like wrapping a
present and not giving it.” William Arthur Ward

FOCUS: How do you say “thank
you” and reflect gratitude?

FOCUS: How can you combat
FOMO with gratitude?

FOCUS: How do you not get
drawn into feeling entitled and
complaining?

When you feel grateful for
something, what do you do? How
can you tell people that they mean
something to you? What are
meaningful ways that you can let
people know that they are valuable
to you?
FOCUS: Actionable ways to show
people they are important to you
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